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Supplies 
Double fold binding strips 2 inches wide and about 2-3 inches longer than each 
quilt side; Ruler (a small square one works nicely); Marking Pen like Blue Water 
Erasable or FriXion pen,  or for dark fabrics a White Marking Pencil or Chalk 
Pencil;  Point Turner; stiletto. 

Instructions
1. Sewing up to the Corner:  As 

with regular binding sewn with a 
1/4” seam, sew up to the corner and 
stop 1/4” inch away, backstitch and 
cut the thread.   
 
Fold back the binding 90 degrees.  
Photos 1 & 2 
 
 

2. Next Binding Strip:  
Lay the next strip on top of the folded binding.   Line up the edges of the 
binding and quilt.  Use a few pins to keep things lined up.   Start stitching 1/4” 
away from the side as shown in  
Photo 3.   
 
Helpful hint:  It’s hard to start exactly where the stitching left off so turn the quilt 
to the back side and starting a few inches away sew into the corner to meet the 
stitching.  Then flip the quilt to the right side and continue stitching to the next 
corner. 

3. Sew to the next corner  
and repeat steps 1 & 2  
for all 4 sides of the quilt.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Photo 1 Photo 2

Photo 3
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4. Marking the Corner Stitching Line:  Use one 
of  the corners of the ruler so that you can mark the 
stitching lines as shown in Photo 4.   The half inch 
marks on each side of the corner should touch (line up 
with) the stitching for the 1/4 inch seams.   

5. Pin just the two pieces of binding together as shown in 
Photo 5.  
 
 

6. Sewing the Mitered Corner Seam:  Pull the pinned 
binding away from the quilt as shown in Photo 6.   Stitch 
along the drawn line with a 1.5  mm stitch length as 
shown with the arrows.  Then stitch a second time to 
reinforce. 

7. Triming the Mitered Corner Seam:  Trim the corner seams.  Grade the 
seam to reduce bulk and trim across the point, as shown in Photos 7. 

8. Turning:  Use a point turner to help 
get a pointed corner.  A stiletto is handy 
to gently pull the point out if the point 
turner doesn’t quite get a nice point

Photo 7
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